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1. To begin, hair should be 
damp. If you hair is dry, simply
spray with water to dampen it.

2. Lock both pieces of 
curling wand together. Select 
the desired size of Celebrity 
Curling strip. Wide strips will 
produce loose curls and thinner 
strips will produce tighter, spiral 
curls.

Includes: 1 Curling Wand, 3 Wide Strips (for loose curls), 3 Medium 
Strips (for medium curls) and 3 Thin Strips (for tight curls).

4. With one hand take a section of hair 
closest to the scalp and twist it. 
NOTE: A smaller section of hair will 
achieve a tighter curl. Then place the 
section into the hook of the wand 
while raising the wand to keep hair 
from falling out. See Diagram B.
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3. Squeeze the edges of one end of the curling strip to create an opening.
Then push the Celebrity curling wand through it. See Diagram A.

5. Now squeeze the end of the Celebrity 
Curling Strip nearest the hook to open. 
While pushing the end of the strip toward 
the scalp, immediately pull the wand out 
of the curling strip. See Diagram C. 
Release the curling strip, it will now 
resume its natural, spiral shape. NOTE: Short hair does 
not have to go fully through any Curling strip. Hair can 
be shorter than the curling strip.
6. Repeat with the rest of your hair for a desired look. 
Your Celebrity Curls curling strips can be placed at random or on the entire 
head. They can also be used halfway down the length of hair for longer hair.
7. Once you are finished placing curling strips, dry with blow dryer or 
simply air dry. Dry time varies from 5 to 20 minutes depending on the
texture and length of  hair.
8. To remove each curling strip, simply hold the end of the curling strip
nearest the scalp and straighten. Now squeeze the edge of the strip
open and slide the strip down away from the head in one swift, smooth 
motion. Repeat until all curling strips are removed.
Now you will have the Celebrity Curls you’ve always dreamed of having!
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